
Will Saina’s performance

drop aftersplitting with

coach P. Gopichand?

a) Yes  b) No  c) Can’t say 

To vote, log on to 
www.theglobaltimes.in

Status of the week
Life is too short to learn, but then
there are these people who make
learning as well as life worth
it....Wishing my teachers, mentors,
gurus a very Happy Teacher’s Day.

Sidhant Oberoi, AIB, Alumnus

Sports transfers
Coming Next
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Celebrating literacy P6-7
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address on Teachers’ Day ?
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 2014

The journey from 7 Race Course Road to the youth’s heart got shorter
with Narendra Modi taking over the reigns of the country. For the
first time in the history of independent India, a prime minister got
down from the pedestal of power to charm his way into the youth’s
heart with his charisma and vision for the future. This Teacher’s
Day the youth got to see their much loved prime minister slip into
the role of a teacher, preacher, friend, karma yogi and much more.
GT brings you some facets of the minister...

Siddhant Nair, AIS Mayur Vihar, XII D

I
n an unprecedented gesture, prime minister Narendra Modi

tried to consolidate his youth constituency by engaging with

thousands of school students from across the length and

breadth of the country. He not only cast a spell, but left an

impeccable footprint on the young minds as their friend, teacher,

preacher and guide.

The humble dost
Prime Minister Narendra Modi spared no efforts to blur out the

line of seniority between him and the students as he narrated some

anecdotes from his childhood. Recalling one such prank from his

childhood days, he said, “We used to quietly staple the clothes of

a man and a woman standing next to each other during a wedding

ceremony and run away. You can very much imagine what used to

ensue later.” Teachers and students found it hard to hold back their

smiles. Modi might be 63 years of age, but he is still a child at

heart and surely knows how to strike a chord with the youngsters.

The impressive preacher
“Step outside the realms of virtual world, if you want your

personality to bloom. Google guru can provide you information,

but not knowledge,” said preacher Modi in his interaction with

children. He exhorted them to not let books, television and

computer dictate their life and deprive them of the true joy of life.

His advice to the students was to read biographies of great

personalities from different fields as it would help them broaden

their horizons and learn about the country’s rich history.

The dedicated Karma Yogi
The prime minister came across as a

man of principles who believes in

leading by examples. “I am a task

master. I do a lot of hard work and

extract hard work from others. I told

officers in my first interaction with

them that if you work for 11 hours,

I am ready to work for 12 hours, if

you work for 12 hours, I am ready to work

for 13 hours.” His message to the students

was never to consider work a burden if they

want to lead a contented and blissful life.

The accessible guru
Narendra Modi left an indelible mark on the

student’s mind by sharing his views on digital

technology. Urging the teachers to make the most of

the modern technology, he said, “It is a crime to keep

students away from technology. We should make

earnest efforts so that the students are up-to-date with

the recent breakthroughs in science and technology.”

The sensitive environmentalist
Modi’s mantra on how to beat global warming and

climate change was simple and one that rung a bell.

“Learn to live in harmony with nature. All kinds of

struggle with nature should be avoided,” he said,

advocating the need to conserve energy.G  T

Word weaver, Narendra Modi does not
mince words while sending out a powerful
message. Here are excerpts from some of
his famous speeches ...

� I have always been a ‘CM’, I am a CM today and

will remain a CM tomorrow because by ‘CM’ I

mean ‘Common man’ or aam aadmi.
� I am not the ruler of Gujarat, I’m a servant of

Gujarat. The environment in which I grew up, seva
is treated as dharma, not power.

� This is an election where there is a tea seller from

the opposition, and to defeat him, everyone has

come together. They say Modi should not come.

This is because those who looted the nation know

that after 16th May what is going to happen.

� The election period is over and it is time to put the

heat and dust behind. I hope I will get the support of

everyone, including my opponents.

� Can serving the mother be a favour? A son is only

dedicated to serve the mother…The favour has been

done by the party.

� I will try to live up to expectations of people; will

present report card to people in 2019.

� Have to change our image from ‘Scam India’ to

‘Skilled India’.

� I can promise you, if you work 12 hours, I will work

for 13. If you work 14 hours, I will work for 15

hours. Why? Because I am not a pradhan mantri,
but a pradhan sevak.

� As students, I am sure you have several dreams. If

you are determined to move ahead nothing can stop

you. Our youth is talented.

NaMo

Shubham Sharma

Amity School of Economics

A
fter taking oath of the office, PM

Narendra Modi had set a 100-day

deadline for his government to bring into

action some of his ambitious  plans. GT brings you

the 90-day report card of the new government.

�Because He Makes His Terriority 

Narendra Modi takes charge as the prime

minister, meets Pakistan premier Nawaz Sharif

and all other SAARC leaders. 

�First Day First Show

Clad in an off-white kurta, prime minister

Narendra Modi walks into the parliament house

amid thumping of desks as the first session of

the 16th Lok Sabha commences. He assures the

nation that all efforts would be made to meet

the aspirations of the ordinary citizen of the

country. 

�Biting The Bullet 

Days after Modi spoke about the need to take

“tough decisions” to revive the plunging econ-

omy, the government hikes fares of all passen-

ger classes by 14.2 per cent, and freight rates

by 6.5 per cent. 

�Vigilant As Vulture

Prime Minister Narendra Modi gets his first

briefing in the Indian Army war room on the

security situation in the country, the status of

the borders and the operational preparedness of

the military.

�Lord Of The Seas

Modi dedicates India’s largest warship, INS

Vikramaditya, to the nation and pitches for

making country self-reliant in manufacturing

defence equipments.

�Modi Made My Long Drive Easy

Fuel prices go down and GDP rises and so does

our purchasing power.

�Science Wizard Modi

Narendra Modi calls for a blue revolution,

urges scientists to work towards ‘lab to land’ to

enable farmers to feed India. Ahead of his visit

to India, US Secretary of State John Kerry

backs Modi’s poll slogan of ‘Sab ka saath, sab

ka vikas’.

�PM That Tweets

Using Twitter as a power tool to broadcast his

messages, PM Narendra Modi overtakes the

US White House account on the micro

blogging site. With 4,981,777 followers, Modi

becomes the 4th most followed world leader.

�Hindi Premi Modi

Modi’s love for Hindi is not unknown. His

decision to interact with state heads and foreign

diplomats in Hindi gets a thumbs up from a

majority of Indians.

�Eyeing The Space

After the successful launch of PSLV, carrying

five satellites from France, Singapore,

Germany and Canada, the PM tries to pitch

India to the world as a low-cost space

technology supplier.G  T

Modi moments

THE GL   BAL TIMES
www.theglobaltimes.in

Quote Unquote
Billed as the Gujarati Obama, NaMo, the vociferous and ambitious leader of young

India, holds solutions to all the problems of the country — economic, social and political.

With his government completing 100 days in power, let’s take a bullet train to journey

through the ‘less government, more governance’ railroad of Modi’s achievements 
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Anthropology: The study of humans

A loud, sharp and clear voice in impeccable Hindi with a right mix of words

and mood has the audience breaking into a roaring applause, every time it

booms from the microphone. Yes it is none other than prime minister

Narendra Modi who knows how to tug the strings of the audience’s

heart. Snigdha Shahi, alumnus, AIS Noida, raises a toast to the man

who is known for straight-from-the-heart and fiery speeches. 

O
ver the past year, every speech

that evoked a wide and all

encompassing spectrum of

emotions in every Indian started with the

classic, ‘Mere Priya Mitron’. 

Even before he took to the stage,

thunderous applauses and excited roars

drowned out even the most powerful of

microphones and speakers, and the one

holding the key to the contagious energy

of the crowd was none other than our

prime minister Narendra Modi. Words

are often described as powerful tools and

when used rightly, there is no limit to the

power they hold. Case in point being the

oratory finesse of prime minister

Narendra Modi. 

From the very beginning of his rise to

fame, it became apparent that a new and

remarkable orator was about to take the

centrestage and make it his own. With

words that exuded confidence and

conviction, he became the sole

mouthpiece of his party and also an

inspiration for the impatient youth who

had been waiting long for a charismatic

leader who could articulate his views in

a way that touched people’s hearts. 

While many fawn over his style

statement, and others admire his

simplicity, meticulousness and hard

work, a difference of opinion can hardly

be established when it comes to his

oratory skills — confident yet not

arrogant; loud yet humble; firm yet

gentle — he chooses his words and

voice very well to create a balanced

speech that captures the attention of his

audience and holds them rapt for as long

as he speaks, incites passions and moves

people to action. 

A part of his charisma and ability to

strike a chord with people lies in his own

humble beginnings and life experiences

that enshrine struggle and hard work as

the path to success. His flair for public

speaking has catapulted him to the ranks

of a powerful global leader. This is quite

evident from the success of the recent

international trips that the prime minister

has embarked upon, and the long list of

upcoming exchanges. Diplomacy being

a two-way process, India now has a

strong leader who can negotiate firmly,

keeping at heart India’s interests while

acknowledging contemporary world

realities and power relations. His

efforts to reach out to every section

of the population have been lauded,

case in point being his interaction

with schoolchildren across the

nation on Teacher’s Day. The

session brought to light a

different side of prime

minister Narendra

Modi altogether. 

He kept the children

engaged throughout —

smiles, giggles and

wide-eyed attentive

faces filled our TV

screens as he cited his

experiences and little

anecdotes — further proving he

caters to the needs of his

audience well. 

Prime minister Narendra Modi’s

shoulders are heavy with the

aspirations of millions who  are

dreaming about ‘acche din’, and

if his words match his intentions

and deeds, there are indeed some

interesting times in store for us.

Only time will tell. G  T

Prime minister Narendra Modi

comes from a humble background.

He is a living inspiration for those

who aspire to achieve something big

in their lives.

Amlaan Kumar, AIS Noida, XI J

Modi’s Teacher’s Day speech was

very inspiring. He never ceases to

surprise us, whether it is on

Teacher’s Day or an important

international visit.

Pawandeep Singh, ASCO

Through his Teacher’s Day

message, Modi aspired to transform

a big nation by igniting little mind.

Sumitra Singh

AIESR, Faculty

The prime minister has given a new

meaning to Teacher’s Day and has

enhanced the importance of teaching

profession. I think, he rightly

emphasised that national building

should become a national movement.

Saumya Kalia

AIS Vas 6, XI D

It was an unprecedented act that took

the nation by surprise. I guess he

understands that education is the key

to the lock of progress.

Ritwik Kumar, AIS Noida, XII

The enigma that a leader holds grips

every nation for inspiration and faith.

The prime minister’s address to the

student was beautifully woven and

struck an immediate chord with the

audience.s

Aarzoo Malhotra, ASET

Amitians 
speak

10 things I learnt 
from PM Modi

Vocal and eloquent
Narendra Modi

P
rime minister Narendra

Modi’s speech on

Teacher’s Day struck a

chord with one and all. He is the

first prime minister of independ-

ent India, who decided to engage

with students. I really like and ap-

preciate his ideas on how we can

change the world. He is the first leader

with whose ideas I can completely re-

late. What I liked the most about him

was that despite holding the highest of-

fice in the country, he took out time

from his busy schedule to

interact with the children.

He was like a child in the

company of children. He

narrated interesting anec-

dotes from his childhood

days.  Had he not taken a

promise, I would have

loved to play the pranks he played as a

child. He not only made me smile , but

also made me ponder over a lot of

things. In my opinion, he is one of the

best prime ministers of India.

T
aking a break from the routine

Teacher’s Day celebrations,

Amitians, like their contempo-

raries turned to the television to hear the

special televised address of the prime

minister.  With all preparation in place,

the students of eight branches of Amity

International Schools waited for the

most loved leader of the country to floor

them with his powerful rhetoric.  

“I had not expected full attendance

during the speech. About 1,200 students

sat glued to the giant television screen

put up in the library and auditorium of

Amity International School Pushp

Vihar,” shared Ameeta Mohan,

principal, AIS Pushp Vihar. 

With rapt attention they heard the great

visionary talk about his ambitious

plans for the country. Armed with a

pen and paper the students took notes

of all the important points and aspects

that their beloved prime minister

touched upon. It was not the fear of

being quizzed the next day by their

teachers which made them do so, they

wanted to be stakeholders in the future

of the country.

“The interaction was simple and

interesting. It was not as if a teacher or

a politician was speaking to us, it

seemed someone our age was holding

an important discussion with us,” said

Aashraye Agrawal, a student of AIS

Gurgaon 43, Class VII. G  T

�We should keep our school

bags in their own places when

we come back from school.

�A mischief is a mischief

until it does not harm others.

�We should keep our

surroundings clean.

�We should keep our shoes

in their places.

�We should save electricity, so that

we can illuminate the  house of at least

one poor family.

�Humans should put an end to their

fight and learn to coexist. They

should love their environment. 

�We should switch off the

lights at least on the full moon

days of the month.

�There should be no

discrimination on the basis of

the child's ability.

	Intelligent kids may have some

flaws, and weak students may have

some great qualities.


Each and every girl has the right to

education. 

Aditi Banerji, AIS Noida, VI J, shares the
nuggets of wisdom she received from prime
minister Narendra Modi

Aashraye Agarwal, AIS Gur 43, VII D was
amused to see the multiple facets of the prime
minister come alive this Teacher’s Day

Amitians turned

out in full strength

to hear prime

minister Narendra

Modi speak

Mere priya mitron…

Aditi Banerji Aashraye Agarwal

House
full

Reeling under Modi magic

2

Students from AIS Gur 46 are all ears as the PM delivers his speech

Magnetic Modi 
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Iqra khan, Career Counselor

Amity International Schools

S
ingapore is known for offering quality education

to national and international students alike. More

than 50,000 international students study in

Singapore, of which around 2000 are Indians studying in

various disciplines. Studying in Singapore has become

worthwhile, considering  that a number of foreign

universities have opened their satellite campuses there

to attract the best academic talent from Asia. Another

advantage of studying in Singapore is that the

government pays 75% of the tuition fee of the students

and in return the students work for three years in the

country after completion of their studies. A five-star

programme has also been introduced for Indian students

with an outstanding academic merit. 

Why choose Singapore?
Private education is heavily regulated by the Singapore

government to safeguard the interests of international

students. National universities like NTU, NUS, SMU

are among the best universities in the world. 

The private schools safeguard the interest and welfare

of students by meeting high quality regulatory

standards. To ensure good quality student welfare/

protection practices and standards, Singapore has put in

place an education excellence framework — CASE

trust for education, launched by the Consumera

Association of Singapore (CASE) for Private

Education Organisations (PEOs). Popular courses to

study in Singapore include engineering, media and

communication, animation, business management,

banking and finance. 

One can pursue these courses from local universities,

local polytechnics, polytechnic (poly) — Foreign

Specialised Institution (FSI) tie-up, art institutes,

foreign universities or foreign institutes.

Scholarships
Government: � The Benjamin A Gilman International

Scholarships were established by the Bureau of

Educational and Cultural Affairs of federal

government. The programme awards over 700

scholarships of up to $5,000 each year to outstanding

students. � The David L Boren Scholarship also

offered by the federal government is mostly offered on

a competitive basis rather than need basis. The

authorities offer scholarships  up to $20,000 a year. 

Private funds: � National University of Singapore and

Nanyang Technology University offer scholarships to

engineering students who possess an excellent

academic record. Scholarships go up to $6,000 per

academic year. � Rotary International Ambassadorial

scholarships are offered to outstanding students

heading off to Singapore for studies. To be eligible for

the scholarship, the candidate should have an excellent

academic record in his chosen field.

SIA youth scholarship: Students who have completed

Class X can avail this scholarship for pre-university

studies at the prestigious National University of

Singapore or the Nanyang Technological University.

Under this scholarship programme, students will be

awarded the Singapore-Cambridge General Certificate

of Education ‘Advanced’ (GCE ‘A’) Certificate.

Students who meet the following criteria are invited to

apply for the scholarship:

� Indian citizenship

� Should be between 16 -18 years of age at the time of

applying. The incumbent should have completed Class

X in the year applied.

�Possess an outstanding academic track record ( at

least an average of 85 per cent/ minimum ‘A’ with

English as first language in the Standard 10

State/National examination

� Should concurrently not hold any scholarship.G  T

Institution: Mudra Institute of

Communications (MICA),

Ahmedabad 

Course: Post Graduate Diploma in

Management — Communications

(PGDM-C).

Eligibility: Admission to the PGDM

(C) programme requires a bachelor's

degree (in keeping with the 10 + 2 + 3

system) or an equivalent qualification

in any discipline recognised by the

Association of Indian Universities

(AIU). Candidates appearing for final

examinations towards a bachelor's

degree (or equivalent) are also eligible

to apply. All candidates who apply to

MICA with their scores of

CAT2014/XAT2014/XAT2015/MAT

2014 (Feb/May/Sept/Dec)/

CMAT2014 (Feb/Sept)/ATMA2014

(Feb/May/July)/ GMAT (2011

onwards), irrespective of their score,

will be called for MICAT, subject to

their application form being complete

and accepted by MICA.

Application form: Online

registration begins in August 2014.

Last date for  submission: January

18, 2015

Entrance Examination: MICAT

will be held in February/March 2015.

Website: www.mica.ac.in

Taruna Barthwal

Manager, Amity Career 

Counselling & Guidance Cell 

Poetika inspires
budding poets

Sumitra Singh

Assistant Professor, AICC

I
n yet another stimulating effort

Amity Institute of Corporate

Communication (AICC) held

Poetika, the annual poetry

competition on August 26, 2014 to

bring out the best in students of

Amity University. The literary event

involved shortlisting 50 best poems

from countless entries. The event

commenced with the  motivational

speech by Capt. HA Arfi (IAS retd),

advisor, AICC and AIESR. Prof

Kanwal Bawa Bhalla, head, AICC

and AIESR, inspired the budding

poets by instilling in them the drive

to bring out their inherent potentials

and capacities. 

The event was anchored by Sumitra

Singh and coordinated by Eeshani

Saraswat of AICC. The poems on

varied themes kept the audience spell

bound with their  meticulous

delivery. All the poems were self

composed and were  recited both in

Hindi and English.  Piyush Goel

(ASET) bagged the first prize, while

Sakshi Sabharwal (ALS, Centre II)

won the second prize. The third prize

was shared by Pritha Suri (ASET)

and Anurag Goyal (ASET). 

In the English segment Ankita

Sabharwal (ALS, Delhi) bagged the

first prize, while Rashmi (ASET)

won the second prize. The third prize

was jointly shared by Tanvi Nigam

and Smriti Kohli of AlLS, Centre II.

The event was attended by all the

faculty members of AICC.

(Turn to Pg 8  to read some award 
winning poems)

Scholastic Alerts

Study in Singapore 
Study OverseasPart

4

Coming next: Australia

correct entries win 
attractive prizes

W
ith an aim to sensitise people

about the need to conserve

wildlife, Amity Institute of

Wildlife Sciences conducted a three-

day-long training workshop on ‘Social

and Anthropological Dimensions in

Wildlife Conservation’ at Amity

University, Noida.

The workshop was inaugurated by Dr

SK Khanduri, inspector general of

forests, ministry of environment &

forests and Rahul Kaul, senior director,

Wildlife Trust of India on August 22,

2014. It also saw the presence of practi-

tioners, field officers, researchers, acad-

emicians and students. 

The training was aimed at educating the

participants about the scope of ‘Social &

Anthropological aspect in wildlife

conservation.’ At the end of the

workshop, the participants had to submit

their research papers.

Welcoming the guests and participants,

Dr NPS Chauhan, director, Amity

Institute of Wildlife Sciences said that

India has diverse and rich wildlife

which should be conserved. 

He further added that people have

realised that the conventional and cult

methods of conservation are not going

to prove effective in dealing with social

and ecological complexities and

political dimension of biodiversity

conservation. “The need of the hour is

to adopt an integrated approach to solve

the problem, which recognises the

interconnection between social and

anthropological approach of

conservation.” implored Dr Chauhan. 

Addressing the gathering, Rahul Kaul

said, “Humans and wildlife are under

threat because they share same

resources, which are depleting fast. He

added that traditionally, sociology and

anthropology only addresses topics like

human behaviour, evolution, societal

evolution, but there is little space for

raking environmental and wildlife

concerns. Hence, it is very important to

conduct workshops that create

awareness on the social and

anthropological aspects of conservation

of wildlife. The workshop saw discussion

on  topics such as ‘Local communities

and wildlife Conservation’, ‘Forest rights

and community’ and ‘Indigenous

knowledge and management of wildlife’,

‘Wildlife conservation perspective from

public policy’ and ‘Application of

sociology in nature conservation.’ G  T
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Amity Institute of

Wildlife Sciences 

organised a three-

day workshop on

wildlife

conservation which

saw an intense

debate on the

traditional way of

conservation vis-à-

vis the new ones

Protecting the wild

Singapore is fast
emerging as the hub
of higher education
in Asia. Read on to

find out why.
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Pic: Deepak Sharma, GT Network
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 Newsbased Classroom

Th
e Security

Reach

Family Health Survey

Cost Dynamics

How it works

5Kg
Rice/wheat/coarse

cereals per month,

per individual

Wheat Coarse
Cereals

3/Kg 2/Kg 1/Kg

Tanishk Yadav, XI F

The National Food Security Act, 2013

aims to provide for food and nutritional

security in human life-cycle approach, by

ensuring access to adequate quantity of

quality food at affordable prices to peo-

ple to live a life with dignity and for

matters connected therewith or inci-

dental there to. 

The Food Security Bill guarantees

5kg of rice/wheat/coarse cereals per

month, per individual, at a fixed price

of Rs 3, Rs 2, and Re 1, respectively,

to nearly 67% of the population of

India.G  T

Every 3rd Indian aged 15-49 is

Undernourished

2 out of 4 of indian children under five are

chronically malnourished

Estimated govt expenditure

1,25,000 Cr
6,20,00,000 tons

75% 50%
Rural Urban

Governmnent needs to produce

of food grain

Tejasvi Gahlyan, XI F

All of us are aware of the fact that

the average price of average qual-

ity rice is around Rs 20, so the govern-

ment under the purview of this bill

plans to sell it at Rs 3, thereby offering

a subsidy of Rs 17. So, that makes it

Rs 85 subsidy for 5 kg rice per person. 

If the economists are to be believed,

the National Food Security Act is

going to add to the woes of the Indian

government with the economy yet to

pick up pace. Food subsidies alone ac-

count to 40% of the overall subsidy

costs and it is likely to go up by more

than 50% with the bill in

place. The govt has pinned

the cost of food security at Rs 1,24,723

crore, however, this estimate does not

take into account the cost of having a

proper administrative set up, scaling of

operations, enhancement of produc-

tion, storage, movement, processing,

etc. This additional expenditure will

spiral up government’s expenditure,

resulting in higher fiscal deficit. Esti-

mates suggest that FSB will have an

overall impact amounting to Rs 1.2

lakh crore on the tax payers. Econo-

mists feels that these estimates may go

upto Rs 2.4 lakh crore.G  T

Aditi Sanghvi, XI E

For

India’s National Food Security Act

(NFSA) has two goals, increasing access

to food and supporting its farmers.

Right to Food has been declared a

legal right by the WHO, and will help

in eliminating hunger and malnu-

trition. In India, the NFSA en-

sures this right is enjoyed by

those who cannot afford it. The

National Food Security Bill comes

with special provisions for women

of the country. Pregnant and lactating

mothers are entitled to free meals at

local anganwadi, besides maternity

benefits amounting to Rs 6,000 in in-

stallments. Paving way for women

empowerment, the bill has changed the

definition of ‘head of the household’ as

the ration card is issued in the name of the

eldest woman in the family, not below

eighteen years of age.

Against

Farmer bodies oppose the bill saying it

would lead to nationalisation of agriculture

by making the govt the biggest buyer,

hoarder & seller of food grains. The bill has

no provisions for production of food or small

producers. The main objection the bill has

been facing is that it does not specify a

time frame for rolling out entitle-

ments as most of the foodgrains will

be procured by govt. Hence the

traders would lose their ability to

export & earn, causing further dip

in the economy.G  T

G  T

Akshay Agarwal, XI F

Food security has three components, viz.,

availability, access, and absorption (nutrition).

When the bill was proposed a year ago, the aim

was to subsidise wheat, rice and cereals for

around 800 million people under a $20 billion

scheme to ease poverty and curb malnutrition.

India has a high level of poverty and malnutri-

tion. Among 1.2 billion people in India, two-third

are poor and half of country’s children are malour-

ished; a rude shock for the nation. 

In a statement before the WTO meeting in Geneva

this year, India had emphasised that food

subsidies is "important because mil-

lions of farmers and poor families de-

pending on domestic food stocks do

not have to live in constant fear. To

jeopardise the food security of mil-

lions at the altar of a mere anomaly of

rules is unacceptable."G  T

Need for the bill

What is Food
Security Bill?

Impact on economy
Sidhartha Pandey, XI G

The government is expected to

borrow lakhs and crores of

money in order to fund its ambitious

scheme on food security. This will in

turn have a significant impact on the

Indian economy and indirectly on the

pockets of the common man who is

paying taxes.

Inflation: In the last five years, food

inflation has contributed to 41% in-

flation. So subsidising the price of

rice, wheat and few cereals, might re-

sult in making other items costlier,

which in turn will lead to an overall

higher food inflation.

Savings: Higher food prices mean

higher inflation which in turn means

that people will now have to spend a

larger percentage of their income to

meet their demands of daily life. This

will impact their savings. 

Rupee: India is already suffering

from high fiscal deficit, and the im-

plementation of the bill would mean

more borrowings from foreign in-

vestors and lenders. 

When these foreign borrowings are

required to be repaid, it would again

lead to the depreciation of rupee

against dollar.G  T

The introduction of the Food Security Bill was met with both appreciation

and criticism. While some called it the ultimate weapon to combat hunger,

others tossed it off as mere vote-bank politics. As the bill continues to

draw debate, students of AIS Gurgaon 46 decode its basics...67 %
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OPINION: What the world says
WTO Stand Developed Nations Developing Nations

Since its inception in 1995, the WTO has failed to ratify its first landmark deal. The
deadline to sign the Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) ended in the last week of July
2014. According to WTO Agreement on Agricultural (AoA) only 10% (of production)
subsidy for most developing countries is allowed. It has been pointed out though
India is safe at the moment, there is strong possibility of developing countries like
it of breaching this 10% cap, exposing them to penal action at the WTO. However, the
developed nations seem to be overlooking the fact that they dole out billions of
dollars as indirect subsidies in their respective countries. Source: Forbes.com

In the Bali Ministerial Conference
last year, the developed nations like
the US and the those  comprising
the EU wanted India to accept a
peace clause, which offers four
years of immunity from penalties
imposed for breaching the farm
subsidy cap of 10% under the AoA.

Developing nations as India are opposing the TFA because under India’s
food security act, passed by Parliament in 2013, involves providing
subsidised food grains to a large chunk of its population, most of who are
living below the poverty line. To achieve this, the govt buys rice and wheat
from farmers in large quantities at above the market prices. The TFA covers
yearly subsidies in developing countries at 10% of the value of agricultural
production which puts India at the risk of violating WTO rules. India is backed
by developing nations such as Cuba, Venezuela & Bolivia.

Graphic:Pankaj Mallik

GT Network
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Call it a coincidence or a belief

that all great visionaries think

alike. This Teacher’s Day when

I heard the PM’s address, I was

happy to be a part of  Amity that

echoes his visionary goal.

While many felt that the PM

shared something novel, I felt

that I was listening to the same

goals, albeit this time from a different speaker,

having heard the same pearls of wisdom from our

revered Chairperson.

A loving ‘taskmaster’, she works round the clock

to ensure that Amitians get the best education,

right values and global exposure with the right

blend of tradition and modernity. A fortnight be-

fore the speech, Chairperson Ma’am shared her

wish to design a programme that requires children

to read biographies of famous people and learn

from their lives. This was followed a by a series of

discussions in schools with children, that have

been compiled as a biopic series to be shortly pub-

lished as a series in The Global Times. All this was

in sync with Modi’s appeal to the students to “read

biographies and good books on great leaders”. 

Modi’s comment on climate change touched every

heart, but for Amitians, it is a reiteration of the

principles they have been following so far. Here,

children are encouraged to appreciate environ-

ment and go on environment excursions. Modi’s

emphasis on educating a girl child- If a girl is ed-

ucated, two families are educated- was vouched

for by every Amitian who has seen their Chair-

person’s passion for educating girl child meta-

morphosing into Amitasha. 

The PM’s speech has strengthened our faith that

we have the best teacher at the helm of affairs

and Amitians are already in the league of nation

building.G  T

Vira Sharma
Managing Editor

In sync

“The mediocre teacher tells. The good teacher
explains. The superior teacher demonstrates.
The great teacher inspires.” 

William Arthur Ward

Who is a good teacher? What

differentiates a good teacher

from the rest? What is the role

of a good teacher? These and

many more questions are

raised and deliberated every

year on Teacher’s Day,

celebrated on September 5.

But this year, the celebrations

united all the teachers and students across the

nation as the newly sworn in prime minister

Narendra Modi himself decided to address the

children to discuss the importance of the day and

answer their queries. 

I am happy to see that all branches of Amity

International Schools made special

arrangements to ensure that all of you could hear

his address. The fact that children turned up in

large numbers and gave an overwhelming

feedback thereafter, makes me confident that our

students are on the right path, inspired by the

words of a conscientious leader. 

In a country like India which is home to the

largest youth population in the world and where

the literacy rate is as low as 74.04%, an address

by an eminent figure like the PM himself on the

occasion of Teacher’s Day was indispensable.

As for the teachers- you are doing a great job

nurturing the impressionable young minds.

Amity has immense faith in you, and always

will. Even the PM in his address accentuated the

role of teachers in nation building and shared his

vision for the young generation not so much as

a PM, but as a candid and caring teacher. 

By stepping into the shoes of a teacher on the day,

the PM struck a chord with both students and

teachers. I am confident that my Amitians will

rise to his expectations for a better nation. G  T

Dr Amita Chauhan
Chairperson

‘Class’apart
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Dermatology: Study of skin

His love for wildlife is no secret. But for Samuel

LaBudde the human-induced extinction of species is

the greatest sin that the mankind has committed. His

desire to reverse the damage made him devote his

life to saving dolphins. Read on to know about the

exemplary work of this great biologist... 

When did you first realise that you wanted to work
for the endangered animals?
My realisation was about preserving biodiversity

than animals per se. I regard human-induced

extinction of species as the greatest sin, one that the

future generations are least likely to forgive. I

remember living in Alaska and reading about the

destruction of the Amazon rainforest. It made me

realise that the destruction of US and Canadian

forests I had witnessed could fast spread to Amazon,

if something wasn’t done quickly. The idea that I

might be able to do something about it made me get

a degree in biology. On the way to Amazon, I was

forced to speak up against dolphin slaughter, use of

driftnets, and the illegal wildlife trade, etc. The issue

of fishermen killing dolphins to maximise tuna

harvests was more vexed. I haven’t made it to the

Amazon yet, but thankfully others managed to

contribute significantly in protecting the West-

African forest and the wildlife of Gabon.

Why should we care about the dolphin?
I used to be asked all the time by journalists, “Why

should we care about the dolphins?” It seems a simple

question, but supplying a good answer that will fit in

a 6-8 second sound bite or newspaper quote proved

to be rather challenging. Ultimately the struggle to

provide an adequate answer led to the realisation that

dolphins are indeed the only wild species that value

human life. Dolphins are “the mind in the waters”, an

evolutionary miracle. History is replete with more

than a thousand cases where dolphins have saved

people from drowning, shark attacks or being lost at

sea. This behaviour of dolphins made me look for

reasons. I wanted to know what made dolphins save

humans, risking their own lives. Dolphins are the only

species that can compete with humans in terms of

brain-size and attributes like compassion that most

people and scientists regard as a uniquely human

quality. Dolphins are sentient to a degree that is

uncommon. This behaviour is typical of elephants,

higher primates (including humans) and cetaceans.

This observation prompts me to ask if we can’t

safeguard or protect dolphins from human

depredation, what can we save?  

How do dolphins have a 
pre-disposition for compassion

towards humans? 
Dolphins make conscious rather

than instinctual choices in

choosing to act as they do.

They have no involuntary

respiratory mechanism as

humans; an unconscious

dolphin stops breathing

and dies. For a species

that evolved and exists in an ocean hostile to

mammalian life, this is an amazing accomplishment.

There is no way that we can take the life of a dolphin

for granted.

How did you earn the title of the ‘Dolphin Man’? 
It’s not a label that I hear much these days, but it is

surely a consequence of my undercover efforts to

expose the dolphin slaughter by the tuna industry

and thereafter the depredations of Asian driftnet

fleets, followed by the very high-profile public work

to secure reforms that either banned or significantly

decreased annual dolphin mortality caused by these

fishing practices. A colleague of mine once claimed

that I was responsible for saving more dolphins and

cetaceans than everyone else in history combined,

which sounds pretty good, though I would maintain

that I had a whole lot of help at hand.

As a founder of Endangered Species Project & a
climate campaigner what were your findings? 
We are on the brink of the sixth major extinction in

the last 750,000,000 years. If we don’t act quickly

to prevent acute climate change, we will probably

lose half the vertebrate species on the planet in the

next 100 years. I stopped working on species and

habitat protection over a decade ago when I realised

that the answer to the question of “how many species

are endangered” is “all of them”. The scope and

magnitude of change associated with runaway global

warming is so immense that many species simply

will not survive. 

Which endangered species needs most attention?
Elephants, tigers, rhinos, bears and most of the

species that are a part of the wildlife trade fall in

the category of endangered species. Demand,

primarily from China and East Asian countries for

ivory, skins, bones and other body parts or living

animals is far beyond the ability of species to

withstand. The only answer to the problem lies in

banning wildlife trade.G  T

A
merican biologist and international
climate campaigner Samuel LaBudde
has worked passionately for the welfare of animals,

especially the endangered species. A recipient of the Goldman
Environmental Prize for his contribution to preservation of wildlife, LaBudde
(or 'The Dolphin Man') is known for videotaping the slaughtering of dolphins by
tuna fishermen. This undercover operation brought forth a consumer boycott that
compelled tuna brands to adopt dolphin-safe fish. He is credited with bringing
about a ban on driftnets as a fishing method, putting an end to walrus ivory
trade and the illegal trade of rhino horn and tiger bone. LaBudde shares
his views with Zerin Osho, Amity Law School Noida, alumnus...

If we don’t act quickly to prevent
acute climate change, we will

probably lose half the vertebrate
species on the planet in the 

next 100 years. 

Meet the buddy of 
animals
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�����...puzzled? Don't know how to decipher these weird set of symbols? Well, that's how

ABC seems to someone who hasn't experienced the power of reading. Literacy - something, we take

for granted, is not even accessible to a great part of India's population. How do the illiterates feel,

about the lack of education in their life- do they miss it, do they want it or are they better off without

it? Our young Amitians set to find out the answers as they present their favourite newspaper to those

who missed out on the joy of reading it. With Literacy Day just gone by (September 8), let's figure

out the ABC of literacy...

I
T
E
R
A
C
Y

L
India’s stats
With Kerala ruling the roost at 94% literacy,

Rajasthan is at the lowest rung at 67%. What did

Kerala do what other states couldn't? Time to learn

from the Kerala model. Distribution of high quality-

of-life indicators, wealth and resource redistribution

and high levels of political activism among

ordinary people, form the crux of the model. 

Training
A number of training programmes initiated by

NGOs that provide vocational skills to those

who cannot read and write are contributing

significantly by making the illiterate

employable. NGO Agrasar is noteworthy in this

regard. HDFC Bank recently organised rural

financial literacy camps to train the rural folk on

basic banking.

E-literacy 
Various digital literacy programmes are upgrading

the E-literacy levels of the country. The National

Digital Literacy Mission is a step forward in the

digital empowerment of rural communities. The

Mozilla Foundation will also be running a digital

literacy programme in India to enhance the digital

literacy skills of the participants.  

Reading high
The ability to read and write seems to be directly

proportional to financial status. In India, the

biggest roadblock in sending children to school, is

lack of enough funds. Uneducated parents cannot

send their children to school, the children remain

illiterate and end up with low paying jobs.

Further, they are unable to educate their own

children. The vicious cycle continues. 

Adult literacy
According to reports released this year, India has

a large population of illiterate adults. National

Literacy Mission and Adult Literacy Programme

are siginficant intitatives that aim at dispelling the

darkness of adult literacy. National Literacy

Mission Authority recently celebrated the

International Literacy Day at the national level in

the presence of the president. 

Child literacy
Amitasha, initiated by Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan,

Chairperson, Amity Group of Schools is an

important step in this direction since it looks after

the educational needs of the less priveleged girl

child. At the same time, Atulasha serves the same

purpose for the boy child under the aegis of

Amity Humanity Foundation .

Youth can do it
India has the highest youth population of the

world, hence this section of the society cannot be

overlooked. The Global Times’ Youth Power

programme and Teach India are social

programmes that encourage the youth to

participate in and contribute to India’s progress on

education, literacy and related fronts. 

A B CThe

Sainsha Ahuja, AIS Vasundhara 6, V

Why do you think one should read?
If one wants to survive in today's world,

then one should know how to read and

write. It is essential for survival.

Is life difficult without education?

See my plight; I hardly earn Rs 50 in the

entire day. 

Does it mean that one should be edu-
cated to be able to earn good money?
Without the ability to read, one contin-

ues to live within a shell, disconnected

from the rest of the world. Reading en-

hances our knowledge and makes us

healthy, wealthy and wise. 

Do you send your children to school?
Yes, my children go to school. Earlier, I

did not understand the importance of

studies; that's why I didn't enjoy it. But

now, I won't repeat the same mistake.G  T

Sahil Sharma

AIS Gurgaon 43, V

Does your village have a school for
children to study?
No, but I send them to a school in

another village which is 10 km away. I

never went to school myself. This is my

biggest misfortune. 

What have you missed in life by being
illiterate?
I have missed out on a lot of good things

in my life and all that I could have done

for my family because of being

uneducated. I cannot read the

newspaper, cannot access scientific

information on agriculture or open a

bank account as people cheat me. But I

will not let this happen to my children. I

shall educate them to enable them to get

what they deserve. G  T

Ansha Nizam, AIS Mayur Vihar, V

What is the importance of education in
your life?
Education forms the basis of human life;

it aids the transition of man from animal

to a human being. 

Being illiterate, what challenges do you
face on a day-to-day basis?
I have to constantly face language

barrier, cultural differences and poor

employment opportunities. It isn’t an

easy life for sure.

Do your children go to school?
Yes, I have made it a point to send my

children to school. Being uneducated, I

face a huge number of problems- I am

not able to feed my children properly,  I

find it difficult to travel in the city as I

cannot read bus routes, and my income

is constantly declining as the cost of rent

is increasing. I don't want my children to

face the same problems. 

What does education signify for you?
According to me, education enhances

one’s status in the society.G  T

Nirvaan Sharma, AIS Gur 43, III

What do you do for a living?
I cook food at people’s houses. That’s

the only work I know.

Why didn’t you study?
My parents were very poor, hence they

didn’t send me to school even though I

wanted to study. But when my parents

couldn’t manage two proper meals a day

for us, then how do you expect I could

have told them that I wanted to study?

How different would life have been if
you were educated?
Oh! I would have been working in a

school as a teacher or in any other

respectable profession. I would have

been able to fulfill my dreams.G  T

Literacy is

essential for being

successful in the

society. The ability

to read is highly

valued and very

important for

social and

economic

advancement. The

next step towards literacy is the

love for reading. Children who are

voracious readers tend to exhibit

progressive social skills. Besides

increasing vocabulary, reading

enhances public speaking skills.

What starts with reading story

books as a child, turns into reading

books for self improvement as one

grows old. You understand your

thoughts and emotions more

clearly. It makes you realise who

you really are and thus, enables

you to make life more meaningful.

Ishaan Kapoor

AIS Gurgaon 46, V

Reading is an

important habit in

the process of

being educated,

because it is

enjoyable and a

constructive use of

one’s time.

Reading books

helps to enhance concentration and

vocabulary. Reading helps us learn

new things, exercise our brains,

improve our skills and above all,

guides us to have good company.

Varalika Sharma

AIS Vasundhara 1, V

Everyone should

read newspaper,

especially students.

The newspaper

keeps one updated

about news and

views from around

the globe. Those

students, who find

time for reading

the newspaper are always way

ahead of their peers, be it in school

or their career. 

Ateshaa

AIS Gurgaon 46, V

Reading gives you

a break from the

chaos of your

daily life, instills

peace inside,

makes you feel

relaxed and also

exercises your

brain in the

process. 

Sreyoshi Das

AIS Vasundhara 6, V

Children should

have a healthy

reading habit.

Reading is to the

mind what exer-

cise is to the body. 

Rishabh Roy

AIS Gur 46, V

Survival Ramu, cobbler

Limits
growth 
Kisna,
farmer

Respect Nanda,cobbler

What 
they said

Literacy and reading

go hand-in-hand, the

literate bigwigs tell

the Amitians in an

interview to them...

Manish Sisodia
AAP MLA

Najeeb Jung
Lt Governor, Delhi

Abhishek Mishra
Minister of 

Science & Tech, UP

P R Wadhwa
Advocate,

Supreme Court
Akshat Srivastava, AIS Gur 46, V

Are you happy with your profession?
No. I have to face a lot of challenges and

I barely make any money. Sometimes, I

can't manage two meals a day. 

Do your children go to school?
Yes, they study in a government school. 

Why do you think education is 
important?
Education gives you better work and 

of course, respect. G  T

Legally right 
The Right to Education seeks to provide free and

compulsory education to all children in the age

group of six to fourteen years. Despite that, the

dropout rates are high. Lack of sanitation especially

for girls, difficulty in commuting, migration to

other areas for agriculture, burden of earning a

livelihood - the reasons are many. 

Asstha Kathuria, AIS Gur 46, V

What challenges do you face for not
being literate?
I find it difficult to calculate money for

my work. Sometimes people cheat me

and then I feel helpless. But I can’t do

anything because I can’t count. 

Do your children go to school?
No, I can’t send my children to school

as I can’t afford it. 

Would being educated have helped you?
With education, I would have had a

better job and would have been able to

provide a decent life to my children. G  T

Cheated often
Shanti, presswali

Poor employment
Nandu, labourer

Right to dream
Pinki, maid

Rishabh’s Grandpa
Senior citizen

of
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children to school. Being uneducated, I

face a huge number of problems- I am

not able to feed my children properly,  I

find it difficult to travel in the city as I

cannot read bus routes, and my income

is constantly declining as the cost of rent

is increasing. I don't want my children to

face the same problems. 

What does education signify for you?
According to me, education enhances

one’s status in the society.G  T

Nirvaan Sharma, AIS Gur 43, III

What do you do for a living?
I cook food at people’s houses. That’s

the only work I know.

Why didn’t you study?
My parents were very poor, hence they

didn’t send me to school even though I

wanted to study. But when my parents

couldn’t manage two proper meals a day

for us, then how do you expect I could

have told them that I wanted to study?

How different would life have been if
you were educated?
Oh! I would have been working in a

school as a teacher or in any other

respectable profession. I would have

been able to fulfill my dreams.G  T

Literacy is

essential for being

successful in the

society. The ability

to read is highly

valued and very

important for

social and

economic

advancement. The

next step towards literacy is the

love for reading. Children who are

voracious readers tend to exhibit

progressive social skills. Besides

increasing vocabulary, reading

enhances public speaking skills.

What starts with reading story

books as a child, turns into reading

books for self improvement as one

grows old. You understand your

thoughts and emotions more

clearly. It makes you realise who

you really are and thus, enables

you to make life more meaningful.

Ishaan Kapoor

AIS Gurgaon 46, V

Reading is an

important habit in

the process of

being educated,

because it is

enjoyable and a

constructive use of

one’s time.

Reading books

helps to enhance concentration and

vocabulary. Reading helps us learn

new things, exercise our brains,

improve our skills and above all,

guides us to have good company.

Varalika Sharma

AIS Vasundhara 1, V

Everyone should

read newspaper,

especially students.

The newspaper

keeps one updated

about news and

views from around

the globe. Those

students, who find

time for reading

the newspaper are always way

ahead of their peers, be it in school

or their career. 

Ateshaa

AIS Gurgaon 46, V

Reading gives you

a break from the

chaos of your

daily life, instills

peace inside,

makes you feel

relaxed and also

exercises your

brain in the

process. 

Sreyoshi Das

AIS Vasundhara 6, V

Children should

have a healthy

reading habit.

Reading is to the

mind what exer-

cise is to the body. 

Rishabh Roy

AIS Gur 46, V

Survival Ramu, cobbler

Limits
growth 
Kisna,
farmer

Respect Nanda,cobbler

What 
they said

Literacy and reading

go hand-in-hand, the

literate bigwigs tell

the Amitians in an

interview to them...

Manish Sisodia
AAP MLA

Najeeb Jung
Lt Governor, Delhi

Abhishek Mishra
Minister of 

Science & Tech, UP

P R Wadhwa
Advocate,

Supreme Court
Akshat Srivastava, AIS Gur 46, V

Are you happy with your profession?
No. I have to face a lot of challenges and

I barely make any money. Sometimes, I

can't manage two meals a day. 

Do your children go to school?
Yes, they study in a government school. 

Why do you think education is 
important?
Education gives you better work and 

of course, respect. G  T

Legally right 
The Right to Education seeks to provide free and

compulsory education to all children in the age

group of six to fourteen years. Despite that, the

dropout rates are high. Lack of sanitation especially

for girls, difficulty in commuting, migration to

other areas for agriculture, burden of earning a

livelihood - the reasons are many. 

Asstha Kathuria, AIS Gur 46, V

What challenges do you face for not
being literate?
I find it difficult to calculate money for

my work. Sometimes people cheat me

and then I feel helpless. But I can’t do

anything because I can’t count. 

Do your children go to school?
No, I can’t send my children to school

as I can’t afford it. 

Would being educated have helped you?
With education, I would have had a

better job and would have been able to

provide a decent life to my children. G  T

Cheated often
Shanti, presswali

Poor employment
Nandu, labourer

Right to dream
Pinki, maid

Rishabh’s Grandpa
Senior citizen

of



I 
could not hide my joy as I went

through the photographs that I

had just clicked. It was a Sunday,

and being a photography enthusiast, I

had woken up early to capture the most

beautiful moments of the day. The

wonderful Delhi morning had brought

alive the thinker in me. 

I was busy admiring the photographs

that I had just clicked, when I felt

someone nudging me. I did not realise

that the beauty of the photographs had

made a college girl sitting next to me

gape in awe. Complimenting me for my

work, she said, “Hey, beautiful work

photographer! Sorry to disturb you, but

I just couldn't resist myself from

complimenting you.” I could not hold

myself back from saying, “Thank you so

much, inspirator. I am not a

photographer, but a thinker. Call me an

artist instead, I’ll be happier!” She

simply smiled and waved me goodbye.

Probably, she did not agree with me. An

hour later when I reached home, my

cousin took away the camera and

scolded me for wasting my time clicking.

I still remember his words, “How can

you draw happiness by clicking trees

and sun? What is so special about

them?” I did not answer back as he was

an engineer, looking for purpose and

logic in everything.

The next day he was mad at me again, for

I had got the picture framed. It now

covered a wall of my room. It was the

sun rising from behind the trees. By this

time, I had begun to lose my cool. I took

a minute to regain my composure and

said, “What you call wastage of time is

my life. This picture would give me hope

when I do not have anything to look

forward to. You see those branches?

There are thousands of them there. And

you see the sun, the universal ball of fire?

It still manages to rise up against all the

obstacles in its path and shine. I want to

follow the same philosophy in my life.

So it stands here on the wall, to remind

me that I can shine brighter.” There is so

much more to a picture, you need the

soul of a thinker to realise it.G  T
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Mosaic Senior

The next day he was mad
at me again, for I had got

the picture framed.
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Parth Goyal

AIS MV, IX 

Ingredients
Tops Cake Mix..................................1

Frosting ............................1 to 2 cups

Vanilla/chocolate/strawberry candy

coating ....................................340 gm

Baking chocolate (semi-sweet/dark/

white) ......................................340 gm

Lollipop sticks ..........................34-36

Method
� Bake the cake as per directions

given on the pack. Allow it to cool

in a pan or a wire rack.

� Line trays or baking sheets with

waxed paper, set aside.

� Remove the cake from the pan and

crumble it in a large bowl. Add

frosting to it.

� Using a small scoop, make 1 inch

big mounds of the mixture. Place

them on the trays.

� Roll the mounds into small balls

and freeze for 30 minutes.

� In a microwave safe dish, heat 28

gm of candy coating for 60 secs.

Dip one end of each lollipop stick

into the melted candy coating and

insert sticks into the balls.

� Freeze for 30-60 minutes or till

they become firm. Heat remaining

chocolate candy coating and

chopped chocolate in separate

saucepans until they melt and

become smooth.

� Dip balls into the melted chocolate

mixture. After coating is set, store

it in containers in a freezer.

Cake popsCake pops

Ecology: Study of the environment

What’s your inspiration?
Photography for some is a creative outlet for expression, but for

Tanvee Khurana, AIS MV, XII F it is a window to her heart

Nandini Mukherjee

AIS Gur 43, English Teacher

Colon or :
History: The origin of English colon can

be traced back to mid 16th century. It was

used as a term in rhetoric, denoting a

section of complex sentence, or a pause

before it.

Usage: Colon, represented as : is a mark

of punctuation. Its primary function is to

separate an introduction from what it

introduces: a list, a quotation, an

illustration or an explanation. It is often

used when the words preceding it form a

complete sentence. A colon ends the

formal opening of a business letter and

denotes a ratio. For instance, the ratio of

boys to girls in a Class is 5:3 or I have

three cousins in the US: Bela, Reema and

Ronny. It is also used while writing

dialogues in a play.

Exercise:
�Victoria Oh Grandpa! I’m so glad you

are not dead.

�Amelia Slater Hold your tongue, Vicky.

Ankita Sabharwal

Amity Law School, Centre II

Those shut eyes, resonate treason,

from each of us, demanding a reason.

Those patches of burn, reflect the

tireless pain, 

leading our way to the despaired lane.

That craving for life was killed,

with every stab, agony drilled.

Those wrinkled faces, seem sans life,

with the motionless body,

their emotions strife.

That glittering laughter, 

smirked silence, each scar,

exasperating the condemned violence.

Every breath, now a fight,

with darkness overpowering the

flickering light.

She too was us, she too wanted to fly,

but her wings were cut,

the desire forced to die.

Those inhuman souls, 

still on earth, they should be killed, 

preceding their birth.

They soar no guilt, they soar no shame,

content they seem, 

with the disguised fame.

For that valiant one, I wish to say,

in the angelic hands, as you lay.

Come back again and we shall win,

because being a girl, is not a sin.

Oh daughter! Today, these walls echo

the accustomed wait,

cursing each day, the contradicting fate.

This mirror, tired of a single reflection,

smiling at the vacuum, filled in a life

moulded to perfection.

These rooms constitute a building, 

not a home, time flies, 

staring at the motionless dome.

Ignorance overshadowed my heart,

separating us, miles apart.

Sinned in my conscience, I ought to

convey, a feeling of guilt leads

my way to a sense of dismay.G  T

Tanvi Nigam

Amity Law School, Centre II

Burning the midnight oil,

he equips himself with the brief,

speculative and thoughtful

of meeting expectations,

seeking relief for his client. 

At the crack of dawn he is up,

adorning the black and white. 

Sets out for court,

combative for the upcoming

day's stride. 

The gates opened ajar,

for the hustle-bustle,

pacing forth through the 

court corridors, heading towards the

marked courtroom. 

And through him passed,

all strong and strange

voices of the being, voices of the

formidable, voices of the meek. 

His suppositions crossed his mind,

resolute was he. 

Voices of the interminable generations

of suppressed, voices of the troubled. 

Voices of cycles of preparations and

accretions, voices of strength 

and ability. 

He keeps his calm and stays strong,

with evidences concrete. 

Henceforth,the counsel arrives earliest,

to get accustomed for his first

appearance, with a firm stance. 

Gradually moved the courtstaff in,

stacking heaps of files. 

The counsel expeditious,

but his breath becomes heavy. 

Throat is parched, but he

is firm, contemplates the

titans in the fraternity. 

Cracks in a voice, that startles him “All

rise, the court is in session.”

“Hail Almighty!” The counsel ponders,

“This is the signal to begin.” 

And imperatively the counsel begins,

stating the required facts,

well devisedly proceeds ahead. 

But the judge is scrupulous. 

He articulated well,

said he, “Mr counsel is not aware.”

Though, the counsel endeavoured,

his latest citations were absent. 

The court dismissed,

counsel's conscience said, “Advocacy

is not about being disheartened 

and dismayed.”

Lessons were learnt, 

and practiced well.

An advocate's life, is not unobstructed. 

The courtrooms have transcended,

transient judges and advocates. 

He who conquers above all- success

and failure,

is applauded and remembered. 

(Ankita Sabharwal, ALS Centre II and
Tanvi Nigam, ALS, Centre II were

awarded the first and third prize
respectively at the annual Poetika

competition organised by AICC)

G  T
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POEMS

Just because she was a girl...

First appearance

1. I am a God, a planet and a measure

of heat. Who am I?

2. What goes around the world and

stays in a corner?

3. What is the beginning of eternity,

and the end of time.

4. I pass before the sun, yet make no

shadow. What am I?

5. If you drop a yellow hat in the Red

Sea, what does it become?

6. If you have it, you want to share it.

If you share it, you don’t have it.

What is it?

Riddle 
Fiddle

Answers: 1. Mercury 2. Stamp 3.

Letter E 4. Wind 5. Wet 6. Secret
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Riddhi Malik

AIS Noida, II L

Ingredients
Sweet Corn (boiled)...................1 cup

Capsicum (diced)......................½ cup

Bell peppers (diced) .........................1

Tomato (diced) ................................ 1

Onion (diced) .................................. 1

Cucumber (diced).............................1 

Coriander leaves..............a few sprigs

Fresh lemon juice- ....................2 tbsp

Salt ....................................as per taste

Black pepper .....................as per taste

Method
� In a large bowl mix sweet corn and

all the other vegetables.

� To the mixture add lemon juice,

black pepper and salt & mix well.

� Garnish it with coriander leaves.

� Your healthy salad is ready to serve.

Mix vegetable corn salad
Aradhya Jindal, AIS Vasundhara 1, VI C

O
nce upon a time there lived a wealthy man, but he was

unkind and penny-pinching. He never believed in

spending money and would always wear shabby

clothes and torn shoes. He was so miserly that he never of-

fered monetary help to anybody. 

One day, the wealthy man was diagnosed with a serious illness

and became bedridden. He knew that his days were numbered.

All his life, he had made only one friend, a tailor.

Unfortunately, the tailor had died a few months earlier. 

Hearing the news of the wealthy man’s illness, the tailor’s son

came to see him. The wealthy man told him, “It seems I won’t

live long.” The wise young boy said, “Sir, my father is already

in heaven. He always wished to sew garments for God.

Unfortunately he forgot to take his needle with him. Sir, I

request you to take my father’s needle with you to heaven and

give it to him.” Without any hesitation the wealthy man said,

“Sure why not.” He was happy to do anything as long as it

didn’t involve parting with his wealth. 

When the boy left, the wealthy man began to wonder, “Where

shall I place the needle? How can I carry this needle to

heaven?” After pondering over the subject for long, he finally

called the tailor’s son and said, “I am sorry I won’t be able to

take your needle to heaven.” The young boy was amused, “But

if you are going to take all your wealth with you to heaven,

why can’t you carry such a small needle?”

The words of the young boy proved to be an eye-opener for

the miser. The man realised that his wealth will not

accompany him to heaven. He understood that it is only our

good deeds and good fortune which we can carry to our next

life, not materialistic things. He sought forgiveness from God

and promised to use his wealth for helping poor and needy

people. He was a changed man from that day.

(Adapted from the wisdom tale told by Yogiji Maharaj)
G  T

So, what did you learn today?

It’s only our good deeds which remain with us after death.

Wisdom tale

The words of the young boy proved to be an
eye-opener for the miser. 
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Mister Moon
Lavanya Senthil, AIS MV, IV A

Oh! Mr Moon up in the sky,

I love you and hate to say goodbye.

I see an old woman stitching clothes

on your face,

I bet she’s having a lot of space.

All around you are many stars,

which look smaller than even our cars.

When you spread your beautiful and

bright moonlight,

I don’t feel scared in the dark night.

Your beautiful white colour always has

to shine,

Oh dear! How I feel you should be

mine, only mine!G  T

Wonderful world
Siddhant Budhiraja

AIS Noida, VII 

If the bears weren’t brown,

if the cocoons didn’t curl,

would you think to yourself,

what a wonderful world!

If the oysters didn’t have pearls,

if the snow wasn’t white,

what a wonderful world,

I couldn’t have thought.

If the lions didn’t roar,

if the flowers didn’t bloom,

don’t you think to yourself,

how our dear Earth would have been 

full of gloom?

But our Earth is unique,

it has many twirls,

and I think to myself,

what a wonderful world!G  T

The tale of a miser

Riddhi

Malik

Geology: Study of structure and history of earth 

Poly bag Vs paper bag

I have a dream to become a famous

painter and travel across the globe

to learn different forms of the art.

Painting is an important part of my

life. I love to play with different

colours and learn the techniques of

sketching, oil painting and water

colouring. Painting gives me a

platform to see my ideas and

sketches come to life. It is a mode of

creative expression and is like a

friend that gives me company,

comfort and inspiration. I want each

of my painting to depict a different

story. 

As shared by
Advika Gupta, AIS Saket, II

POEMS

Ha! Ha!
Look at thisbag! How ugly

it looks!

It looks so
cheap & dull!

Look at us! We are so
colourful and good looking.

Ladies, gents and even 
children like to carry us.

They feel happy and proud
when they carry us in

their hands. Even women
put their expensive sarees

and jewellery in us. 

But now people have come
to know that you are

harmful and non-
biodegradable. Now they

are coming to me. 

People love to carry me
because they know that I
protect their environment.
I am proud of myself. I

also come in many colours.

We can be 
recycled We 

don’t harm animals.
You know your use 

has been banned now.

A cow is coming. You
go from here, she

might eat you
and die.

I 
have realisedmy mistake.I am going from here.

Hey! You ugly
paper bag. How
dare you call us

harmful!

People are dependent on
us. They can’t live without

us. We are their daily
need.

I agree that you are very
beautiful. People love you

because you are good
looking.

I dream

Dipanshi Saluja

AIS Pushp Vihar, VIII D

It’s Me
My name: Aanya Batra

My school: AIS Gur 43

My Class: KG D

My birthday: May 1, 2008

I like: Dancing

I dislike: Eating junk food

My hobby: Playing with dolls

My role model: My mother

My best friend: Naysa

My favourite book: Cinderella

My favourite game: Flonga —

an online game 

My favourite mall: Ambience

Mall

My favourite food: Masala Dosa

My favourite teacher: Shefali

Gupta ma’am

My favourite poem: Five Little

Ducks

My favourite subject: English

I want to become: A teacher

I want to feature in GT be-

cause: I want to be a star in Amity

and see my photograph in GT.
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Amiown Pushp Vihar

Jenifer, Amiown Pushp Vihar, Teacher

C
hildren have always shown a fondness for nature. Sowing

seeds and watering plants are activities that children enjoy.

Such activities not only allow children to appreciate how

things grow, but also inculcate a sense of responsibility in them at an

early age, as they involve themselves in watering the plants and

taking care of them on a daily basis. Throughout the month of August,

little Amies were busy in gardening activities and learning about

various parts of a plant; how a tiny seed turns into a big tree through

science experiments, stories and craft activities. The theme helped

the little champs learn more about quality — quantity relationship,

vocabulary building, creativity and music and movement.  

Natural maths
The theme was related to maths, in a number of ways. It taught

children important mathematical skills and concepts about plants.

Numbers were introduced by counting the dry leaves and placing

them on the crown of the tree painted on the floor. Children made

beautiful letter patterns using apple and pear cutouts, flowers and

leaves. Real fruits were brought to the class and the concept of few,

many and no seeds was taught. 

Building green vocabulary
The teacher used the theme to enhance literary skills and vocabulary

of  the little Amies. Value-based stories were narrated to the children

including, ‘sid, the seed’, ‘the tiny seed’ and ‘the lonely rose plant’.

These stories were read aloud from the books and were even shown

to the children through multimedia. Children retold the stories with

pictures in front of the entire class, which helped them gain

confidence. They learnt new words like branches, oxygen,

environment, fragrance, sow, bark, etc. which are used in everyday

conversation. Children enjoyed matching the mumma (capital) and

baby (small) letters as they played flower and bud activity. Various

letter games were incorporated within the plant theme to make their

understanding about letters clearer.

Colour me green
Art is an important activity for children as it allows self-expression

and discovery of different mediums. Children drew parts of plants,

and created their own gardens using their imaginations with a variety

of art mediums like paint, paper, crayons, markers,

etc. They were taken out for nature walks, where

they collected dry leaves, twigs, grass, flowers,

etc., and they were also involved in a

collaborative art work, where they created a

masterpiece for the display board. To

make the plant theme a

memorable one, ‘Flower Day’

was celebrated in the

school. Children got

flowers like rose,

gladiola, tulip, lotus, lily,

marigold, etc from their

homes, shared information

about them during circle time,

engaged in flower-arrangement activity besides indulging in flower

printing.

Planting seeds of music
Music is often used as a means of instilling knowledge in young

children. Songs like, ‘I see, I see, you are a seed; seeds are planted

deep, deep, deep’, were sung and heard throughout the month to

develop clarity about ‘What plants need to grow?’ in the little minds.

Hence, with the playful music all around, Amies grasped knowledge

about plants and their growth in a musical way. 

Nurturing green scientists
Children turned into little Einsteins as they were involved in simple

science experiments like digging the soil and sowing seeds, watering

the plants and searching for tiny ants in the soil with the help of

magnifying glasses. One interesting activity was arranging the life

cycle of a plant in the correct sequence through freeze cards, which

the little Amies enjoyed immensely. 

Colourful and eye-catching teaching aids were used to show, how

water moves from the roots, up to the stem and to the top of the

plant. Benefits of trees were explained to the children through the

story of ‘Parrot and the woodcutter’. Children also learnt about

medicinal plants like neem and tulsi, how they can cure illness and

keep us fit. G  T

Plants: Our green friends
Team wonderers Little plantersUnderstanding Mother Nature Team enviornmentalists Little appreciators 

Twin nature friends Little nourishers

Appreciating the fruit of love

Twin touch Little environmentalists

Hailing Nature God

Team eco-friendly Little explorers

Expressing love for nature

Gifting a life Little gardener

For little Amies, the theme ‘plants’ opened up a whole new world of

exploration, excitement and creativity, besides instilling in them a sense

of responsibility towards mother nature
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Rekha Monga & Shikha Sharma

AIS Saket

What: Cambridge English Workshop

When: August 2, 2014

Where: The Claridges Hotel 

Who: Schools of Delhi, NCR, Bhopal

& Amritsar

Teacher participants: Rekha Monga

& Shikha Sharma, AIS Saket; Neelu

Ghambir, AIS Gur 46; Kavitri Takoo &

Parul Premi, AIS MV; Tanushree

Batra, AIS Vas 6; Madhu Aurora, Alka

Mohan, AIS Gur 43; Minkal Gupta &

Sonia Mondal, AIS PV; Preeti Gupta &

Shifali Malhotra, AIS Vas 1; Prarthana

Sheopuri & Shipra Tiwari, AIS Noida

T
he Cambridge English Workshop

held on August 2, 2014 was

aimed at helping preparation

centres deliver the learning of English,

more effectively. The session

commenced with the welcome address

by Manish Puri, business development

head-South Asia, Cambridge English

Language Assessment, who introduced

his team before handing over the

proceedings to resource person Kalpesh,

Cambridge English presenter.

Session 1: Investigating profession

practice: The resource person began the

proceedings by pointing out the

differences between ‘asking questions‘

and ‘questioning’ in the classroom. He

laid emphasis on the method of

‘investigation’ which leads to an open

approach in teaching. He focused on the

progress in teaching and learning, in a

balanced way. Different roles of teachers

were also discussed.

Session 2: Exploring teacher’s

metaphors: The session began with the

participants listing out metaphors for

the teachers, thereby pronouncing

different characteristics of an effective

teacher, followed by an activity

wherein a teacher was compared to a

gardener. All the tools related to

gardening were used to represent

teaching. Different groups were asked

to develop their own theme and relate

it to teaching. 

Session 3: Multiple intelligence: The

discussion began with the resource

person citing similarities between a

sponge and a learner. The session

highlighted the learner’s role as a

researcher, negotiator, experimenter,

initiator, explorer, struggler and path

follower. An activity was held wherein

situations were displayed and

participants had to paste the learner’s

style which best suited the situation.

The workshop  encouraged participants

to review the teacher’s role in the

overall development of students.G  T

Cambridge English
Workshop for teachers

Subhashika- Amity’s
ode to Sanskrit

The Cambridge English Workshop enriched the teachers

and gave them invaluable lessons to take home

Rekha Monga from AIS Saket receives the certificate from Manish Puri

Chairperson Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan celebrates Sanskrit with Amitians

AIS Mayur Vihar

I
n keeping with the profound vision

of Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan,

Chairperson, Amity Group of

Schools, to kindle the love of Sanskrit

among students, AIS Mayur Vihar

organised Subhashika- the inter Amity

Sanskrit competition. 

Held with great zeal on August 20, 2014

in the school auditorium, the mega event

saw Dr Baldev Anand Sagar, renowned

news broadcaster, grace the occasion as

chief guest. Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan,

who is the inspiration behind this unique

initiative, was present to encourage the

participants. Students from all the eight

branches of Amity Schools participated

in the keenly contested competition. The

junior students recited ‘Sankaracharya

stotras’, while the senior students

dramatised the contributions of

legendary Indians in the field of

mathematics and science.

AIS Saket won the first position in the

senior category, while AIS Vasundhara

1 bagged the coveted first prize in the

junior category. The rolling trophy was

won by the host school, AIS Mayur

Vihar, was graciously handed over to

AIS Saket, the team which bagged the

overall second position.

The competition served as a great

platform for learning. G  T

AIS Vasundhara 6

A
s a part of CBSE’s national endeavour to

promote Sanskrit in schools, AIS

Vasundhara 6 enthusiastically celebrated

the Sanskrit Week in the school from August 7-13,

2014. It was aimed at providing an opportunity to

teachers and students to share their knowledge of

Sanskrit, learn  from each other, know about the

close relationship between Sanskrit and other

languages and India’s cultural heritage.

The celebration week witnessed various activities

as ‘Laghu Bhasham’, developing apps and games

for Sanskrit learning, kavita rachna, essay

competition on themes related to the language and

Sanskrit shloka antakshri. In a glittering felicitation

ceremony at Kendriya Vidyalaya-2, Delhi Cantt,

AIS Vasundhara 6 won  prizes in ‘Sanskrit shloka

antakshri’ and ‘Developing apps and games’. The

winners were awarded certificates, medallions and

a cash award of Rs 3000 by minister of human

resource development, Government of India, Smriti

Zubin Irani. G  T

AIS Pushp Vihar

T
he doors of Biotechnology laboratory of

Amity University, Noida were thrown

open to Class XII students of AIS Pushp

Vihar on September 2, 2014. The students not

only got hands-on experience of processes and

principles of Biotechnology, but also performed

various experiments including; ‘Gel

electrophoresis’ and ‘Tissue culture’ which are

a part of their syllabus. The practical learning

reinforced their theoretical concepts. The visit

was highly informative and was enjoyed by all

the students.

AIS Gurgaon 46

A
team of Class X students of AIS

Gurgaon 46 bagged the silver trophy in

a competition on a social initiative

project organised by Rotary Club at Modern

School, Barakhamba on August 25, 2014. Out

of the 70 schools that participated, 37 were

shortlisted and AIS Gurgaon 46 was one of

them. The participants were given two minutes

each to present their project. 

The team of AIS Gurgaon 46 comprising

Shubhangi Kumari, Samitha Coutinho, Raghav

Kad, Ayush Chaturvedi and Beenal Dhadwal

presented their project on ‘Child Labour- Ek

Prerna, Anek Udaane’ in the junior category. The

competition was judged by Sanjeev Khanna,

Rotarian, Delhi North Zone; Indu Khanna,

senior Rotarian, North Zone and Meenakshi

Lekhi, BJP spokesperson. The judges were

highly impressed with the cause taken up by the

team of AIS Gurgaon 46 who created awareness

among young kids about child labour and

encouraged their parents to enroll the kids in

Government schools and other NGOs.

Sanskrit
Week

AIS Gurgaon 46

A
IS Gurgaon 46 held a lec-dem (lecture cum

demonstration) on Bharatnatyam, a

classical Indian dance form. It was

presented by internationally acclaimed

Bharatnatyam dancer-cum-choreographer Malavika

Sarukkai under the aegis of Spic Macay.

The event began with the lighting of lamp of

knowledge by school principal Arti Chopra,

Malavika Sarukkai and parents. This was followed

by an enlightening address by the exponent. She

shed light on the various classical dance forms of

India and their significance. She began her

performance with the Ganesh Vandana, following

which, an interactive session ensued, wherein the

exponent answered all the queries of the Amitians

and impressively described the various mudras of

the Sun God.G  T

AIS Vas 6 winners sport their medals

Principal Arti Chopra with Malavika Sarukkai 

Celebrating
classical
dance

AIS Vasundhara 6

A
IS Vasundhara 6 organised a yoga

competition on August 24, 2014 in

honour of yoga icon BKS lyengar, a

master who made yoga a global phenomenon.

Amateur yoga enthusiasts from Class II to V

actively participated in the competition, wherein

they performed three asanas each for forward

bending, backward bending and balancing. The

winners from each class were awarded, judged on

the basis of body posture, fitness level, ability to

conduct and maintain a particular asana,
flexibility and perfection.

Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairperson, Amity

Group of Schools, firmly believes that holistic

development is of paramount importance and

yoga is the perfect way to balance the body, mind

and soul. Principal Sunila Athley congratulated

the young awardees and motivated them to

continue practicing this art in the years to come

as each asana, if performed in a scientific way,

has a therapeutic effect. 

Biotech lab visit

Young torchbearers

Yoga competition

Students perform yoga asanas
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COMING NEXT
A day for shopaholics

Can’t control your feet every time you listen to that foot-tapping
number? Have you fallen countless times attempting the MJ
moonwalk and still refuse to give up? If yes, then this is your place.
Sarina Mulchandani, AIS Vas 6, alumnus brings you your perfect day 

What better to do on your *Day-
for-Dance* than to shake a

leg? But why to do it the conventional
way…
Dance workout: Start the perfect

day with some swift moves to

energise and rejuvenate yourself!

Those YouTube tutorials will be of

great help here. 

*Tip: Try ‘We Like to Party’ by Venga boys, the beats are

simply awesome!

Raahgiri rocks: Nothing works better than grooving to

energetic dance forms like Zumba with countless others

under the open sky. Head to Raahgiri! Now!

Dance pe chance: Haven’t seen your friends for a while?

Put on your dancing shoes and arrange for a dance meet.

Pick up DVDs of some cool dance
flicks and get lost in the

magic they create!
Dirty Dancing:

This classic

romance just

doesn’t lose its charm!

Watch it to feel the love,

the one for dance especially!

Step-up series: Pick any and get enthralled by the

performances and ever-exciting storylines.

Nache Mayuri: This is the biography of the legendary

Indian dancer Sudha Chandran. Watch this one to see how

passion for dance overrides all. 

Your smartphone
will become your

perfect dance partner
with these quirky apps.
Zumba dance: Let

loose with contagious

choreography through

an ‘exercise in disguise’

programme on-the-go

or at home!

Pocket salsa: This cool

app helps you learn

salsa with more than 100 video lessons and countless

salsa videos.  

Ballet dancer: With simple swipes and taps, this one not just

helps you learn the dance form, but also helps you create

your ballerina’s hair, tutu and even slipper colour. 

Our heroes have given us more than
filmy magic, that is, some timeless

signature dance moves. You ought to pick
a few if you are an avid dancer.
Dharmendra: Keep the back of your

palm against your forehed and the other

hand behind your waist. You are read to

groove to main jat yamla pagla deewana.
Rajesh Khanna: Tilt of the head.

Check. Lifting of the arm. Check.

Mischevious smile. Check. Rajesh

Khanna awesomness. Double check. 

Shammi Kapoor: This one is pretty

high voltage. Do that shimmy with all

that enthusiasm and vigour and

you’ve got the act right. 

Salman Khan: Who can forget his

buckle dance from Dabangg?

Let these fabulous readings
adorn your bookshelves!

� Dancing: The Pleasure, Power,

and Art of Movement

� International Encyclopedia of

Dance

� Dancing in the Streets 

� Indian Dance: The Ultimate

Metaphor

� Dancing Phenomenon Series;

check out for Birju Maharaj 

Some of these are off air. But who minds
checking YouTube when you get to watch

some serious dancing. 
Dance India Dance: A wide variety of dance

forms (some that you may not even know) and

high standards…this one does offer some dancing

brilliance. 

Dance Academy: This American dance

competition sees a celebrity pair with a choreographer to show some

excellent dance moves. The Indian adaptation of this show ‘Jhalak

dikhlaa jaa’ is not lagging behind either.

Dare 2 Dance: This latest dance reality show combines the adrenaline

rush of some Akshay-style-stunts with some dancing magic. 

It is time to learn from the experts.
A look at some dance academies in

the city that can help you out. 
� Shaimak Davar’s Institute for

Performing Arts: Salsa, western,

waltz, cha cha, hip hop

� Salsa India, Greater Kailash: Salsa 

� Banjaara School of Dance,

Shivalik: Belly dancing

� Ganesa Natyalaya, Hauz Khas:

Classical

Each one of us waits for
that one free day to do
whatever we want, however
we want. However, when
that fateful day does roll
around, we find ourselves...
lost. But not to worry,
here’s your very own guide
customised to suit your
tastes. In this 
part 8 of ten part series, we
bring to you a day planned
for dance maniacs.

GT Travels to Kerala

Do the new!Movie Mania

Shake it like Shammi

TV Shows

Move like a pro Readin n rollin

App hustle

Arnav Chopra, AIS Gurgaon 46, II J, shows off his copy of The Global

Times in front of Periyar Tiger Reserve, Kerala. It is one of the most

notable tiger and elephant reserves in the country. With great scenic

charm, it is a visual delight for every visitor. 

Got some clicks with GT while on the go? Get them featured!

Send them to us at gttravels@theglobaltimes.in

Dance Maniacs

Aerology: Study of atmosphere
Compiled by Anirudh Kamath, AIS Gur 46, IV G

It’s your Day
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